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A cryogenic refrigerator using an ex.pander with a reciprocating 
displacer or·piston which has a thermal gradient from one end to the 
p \ 
other suffe.r-s a .loss of r\efri geration due to heat transfer _between 
. ... ' _. -· - •. ___ .,... / , -~.. .... - ·'If~ ~ ~ ... .-
. .. /'1 > • ' • ' 
the displacer/piston and the cylinder (shuttle heat transfer). This 
loss can be virtually eliminated by designing an annular thermal 
·regenerator on the ou·tside diameter of the displacers/piston in such 
a manner as to match the temperature profile of the displacer/piston 
. . 
and the cylinder wall throughout the cycle., The design parameters 
to accomplish this are analyzed to both determine the geometric 
configuration which will yield zero shuttle heat transfer and to 
predict the thermal performance of a device using this technique to 
reduce losses. 
( 
. . ·:.. .. -- ..... ·- ..... _.,. _;. , - - ' -- . -- -· -.·---~ :· .. - . -: - .-· - -:- - - -- - ... ..... ---------
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INTRODUCTION .. \ ',,-
.A need for small amounts of refrigeration at cryogenic tern-· 
I 
peratures has resulted in the development of positive displacement~"· 
reciprocating expanders! These·expanders are operated on the 
Stirling cycle,[1] [~]Gifford-McMahon cycle,[3] [4Jsolvay cycle,[5] ·. ·. 
I 
Vuilliumier cycle[6] or s6me modification[7] of these-~ycles. Re-
frigeration is pr·oduced, iheach of these.cycles, by expanding com-·· 
pressed gas which has been precooled by a thermal regenerator. Heat 
from the thermal load is conducted through a thin cylinder wall re-
warming the working gas to approximately the precooled temperature. 
The working gas is then vented through the thermal regenerator re-
moving heat from the regenerator material, cooling the regenerator 
in preparation for the succeeding cycle. 
There is a theoretical maximum refrigeration which can be 
:J 
produced from a given amount of compressed gas and a given pressure 
differential, which would all be available were it not for losses. 
This maximum refrigeration would occur if all of the compressed gas 
................... · .. ·,_, __ ... , ............... cou-ld-be expanded over th.e total .avail.ab_]~ pressure differential, 
. 




...... ... , .. 
.. --·----·--, 
but this cannot be accomplished for several rea·sons. Since the gas 
is.cooled to the working temperature before it is expanded, a re-
generative heat exchanger is used in all cycles. The regenerator 
introduces several losses; one, it must be pressurized and depres-
surized ~ith each cycle
1 
consuming some of the gas before it can be 
exp~nded. This gas is all lost in the Gifford-McMahon and Solvay 
' . 
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expanders -there is some energy· recovery in the regenerator gas when ,, 
it is converted into kinetic energy on the expansion stroke .. Two, 
6... ' the regenerator introduces a pressure drop as the gas passes through 
it thereby reducing the maximum available pressure differential over 
'• which the cold volume can expand the gas;· and three, the re·generator ·· , 
J is not a perfect heat exchanger so that the gas leaves the regenerator 
colder than it entered introducing a thermal load on the refrigerator. 
Thes~ ,losses are refer~ed to as regenerator void volume loss, re~ 
generator pressure drop loss and regenerator thermal inefficiency 
loss,[8] respectively. In addition to the losses introduced by the ,, 
regenerator there are two other mechanisms which reduce the available 
refrigeration. Conduction through the cylinder and piston from the 
ambient to the cryogenic portion imposes a heat load on refrigeration .. 
and shuttle heat transfer,[9] a convective heat transfer process, 
transfers heat from the ambient to the cryogenic portion of the ex-
pander by alternately storing heat in the displacer/piston and the 
' cylinder wall. This process occurs due to the displacer/pjst·on and 
,, 
the cylinder wall having similar thermal profiles which move.with 
respect to each other. Figure l illustrates the cylinder wall and 
,..,.. .. · 













displacer/piston temperature profiles at the extremes and midpoint of 
the_ displacer/piston motion. This motion causes the displacer/piston 
to be at a lower temperature than the cylinder during part of a cycle 
allowing heat to be transferred to the displacer/piston as-illustrated· 
in Figure la. The displacer/piston then moves and a condition occurs . 
where the· cyl i.n~er wall i?s at ~ lower- temperature than the displacer/ 
3 
. ,J - ~ f . : ; 
• l . ;.~- .• 
• 1_·: 
·" ., 
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.-' 
piston so ·that heot now flows back into the cylinder as· in Figure le~ 
,'1":"--·,., 
This process is repeated with each cycle. pumping heat from the ambient. 
~emperature portion to the cold expansion&. volume portion of the ex-
...... , 
pander. 
The relative significance of each of the above mentioned losses· 
is illustrated by th·e following table. This data was obtained through 
a design analysis of an optimized modified Solvay cycle" refrigerator[lO]. 
Refrigeration Allocation in an Optimized Modified 
Solvay Cycle Refrigerator 
Loss due to regenerator void volume 
Loss due to regenerator pressure drop 
Loss due to regenerator inefficiency 
Loss due to cylinder condu.~tion 
··~· .J . 
Loss due to shuttle heat transfer 
Net Refrigeration.Available 
Theoretical ~e~ri~eration 




















While working on shuttle heat transfer Dr. Lon,g~worth suggested 
a technique for arranging a regenerator in a cryogenic ex_pander in 
-------------------~---~~-c-~------------------such a.wayas to use t-h~ th-ermal cycling of the regenerator matrix 
material• to reduce the shuttle heat ·transfer. This is accomplished 
............. --- .... - .. ' ---·~,--.--·-;-·--·--. ---- _,. _____ .. { 
. --- .by constructing an annular regenerator on the outside of the re-
ciprocating displacer in a manner which eliminates the mismatch in 
temperature pro-file between the cylinder and the displacer/piston as 
the dis~lacer/piston moves wi~hin the cylinder. This approach uses 
the temperature eye 1 i ng · of the re_genera tor, due to heat transfer · 
-
r··--
. , I 
I -
:. .. ~ 
. : l ;·-
,- - r I •. 
4 
.. -:-·· !----~ 
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between the regen~.!'~tor and the working gas_, to allow the displacer 
, , I I • 
\ '~ 
.. , - -
temperature profile to· match the cylinder temperature profile es-
tablished by conduction. 
L 
This paper develops and presents the parametEirs which are in-
fluential in the geometrical design of a regenerator which eliminates 
shuttle losses. It also presents a technique for analyzing the 
thermal performance of a cryogenic refrigerator employing the above 
-L • designed regenerator~· The techniqu~ is illustrated· by usi~g· a com-· 
. ,-. .. . j 
puter program to predict the thermally optimum configuration for a· 
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ANALYTICAL MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS: 
( ' 
The analytica"l model which is used to illustrate the geometry 
.,,, 
and develop the parameters- .n·ecessary to el iininate· shuttle. heat transfer 
is presented in Figure 2. The construction of the expander is 
· assumed to be a cylinder of low thermal conductivity .stainless steel 
• 
with an internal, reciprocating displacer/piston. 
The dis.placer/piston has an annular regenerator on its external 
-. ., .. 'J . - ' . . 
diameter. The high pressure working gas is introduced at the warm 
end of the oyl inder and passes through the regenerator into the cold 
expansion volume. The expansion volume is swept from minimum to 
maximum volume by the displacer/piston motion with high pressure gas 
entering. The cycle timing is such that- refrigeration is produced by. 
expanding the gas to low pressure after the intake stroke. Part of 
the refrigeration wi 11 be consumed by refrigeration 1 asses, the re-
mainder will be referred to as net available refrigeration. The 
net available refrigeration can be used by conducting heat through 
the cyl i nder wa 11 , from the heat 1 oad, to the working gas. . The 1 ow 
pressure gas then passes back out through the regenerator to the warm 
· d h ·t 1 th d --------.-····--·········----·-------· -. ----"-;'·--~---------------en --w. en l ········-····· eav-e-s---.- ....... e- .e.xpa-n .er-.- --: -------------------------------·--·-·-------·-------··--------·-···-···-···-----·-···------'.·----··--··----·--·----·-·-
The temperature profile of the cylinder at steady-state condition 
is illus!~ated in Fi-gure 3. · Th·e cylinder overall length is equal to 
the displacer/piston length plus the strokeG The thermal length is 
assumed equal to the displacer/piston length minus the stroke because 
· a length of the cylinder equal to the stroke at the cold e-nd of ·the 
' ' 
cylinder is at the temperature of the cold volume, Tc, and an equal 
@' 
\\(J .. 
' .. _ ., 
.. , ........ 
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, · .,l.ength at the warm _end is at ambient temperature, Ta. 
-
The displacer/piston temperature profile must match the. cylinder 
' -
. profile for shuttle losses to be eliminated. This match in tempera-
C, 
· ture profiles can be approached because the regenerator Changes in. 
·. temperature as the working fluid passes through it. The constant· 
temperatures at the ends of the cylinder are also approached by the 
regenerator because an entrance portion of the regenerator at the 
. -
end of a flow period reaches a constant temperature approximately 
equal to th~ entering gas temperature. 
The technique which will allow the temperature profiles to be 
closely matched is illustrated in Figure 3. Assuming there was a 
thermal profile match with the displ.acer/piston at the warm end of 
the cylinder, when the displacer/piston moved to the cold end of the 
cylinder, a distance equal to the stroke, a thermal mismatch of mag-
nitude,.6T would occur if the displacer/piston were to maintain its 







,.; .. ' 
,. 
ternally annular regenerator could change its temperature by the same 
amount~T if the regenerator were designed to accomplish this change. 
-.. ~/::~·--·---------- __ .. The fol lowing assumptions are ma·de to· develop and analyze· an 
expander which can accomplish the desired temperature change in the 
regenerator. 
- ----~----------· ---------- - - - -
v. 
a. Regenerator pressure drop and· thennal inefficiency are 
calculated assuming the regenerator is first pressurized .. ~hen flow· 
to and from the expansion volume occurs at a constant rate over a 
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' ______, - ' 
I 
' .. 
b. Friction factor in the pressure drop calculation is a 
I' 
function of the Reynolds Number only based on the flow computed above 
... 
with the restriction that the flow is laminar (i.e. Reynolds Number 
<60) • 
. , 
c. The working fluid is helium gas which obeys the perfect gas 
law over the temperature range of interest. 
d. The helium viscosity is a functi.on of temperature alone. 
e. The regenerator inefficiency is a function only of regenerator 
capacity ratio and NTU's. 
f. The thermal mass of working gas which transfers heat with 
the regenerator is estimated to be the sum of all gas in the ex-
pansion volume plus a weighted average, based on temperature, of the 
gas in the regenerator void volume. 
' g. The cylinder conduction is based on conduction integrals 
for stainless ·steel. 
h. The cylinder wall thickness is based on the maximum allow-
able wall stress. 
--·· -- ,. ·····- ..... --· .. ------ ----· -- .... -· ......... ·-·--------











- - - -- . - ---- - - -i • The co nd uc ti·o ri through the di s pl acer/pi s tori-- c:a ri·· be made . - . .. ---~.~,~-,c__ ________ _ 
negligibly small with respect to the other losses. 
j. Conduction through the regenerator is included in and 
adequately estimated by .regenerator inefficiency data. 
, k. The Prandtl number is a constant over the conditions of 
;. 
interest. 
1. The ga~ all passes through the regenerator (i.e. there is no 
' ; 






















of the temperature dependent_ propertiei, • ,.e. m. The values 
1 ..• ,,.r (k, A' are calculated using 1 inear temperature profiles 
L 
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GEOMETRIC ANO TH'.ERf1AL PARAMETERS FOR 
ZERO SHUTILE HEAT TRANSFER · 
6.. 
By matching the thermal profile of =·the regenerator with that· 
of the cylinder wall as the regenerator moves with respect to the 
cylinder ,,the shuttte heat transfer ··c·a·n"''es'·sEinti'a1 'ly· ··be''"redu'ced to 
z~ro. It is nearly possible to continuously match the ~hermal pro-
files of the annular regenerator and the cylinder wall since the 
. . 
. . . ... ' 
temperature of a given point in the regenerator changes as the 9a·s 
flow either adds or removes heat from the regenerator material. If . 
this c·hange in regenerator temperature is made to e-qual. the tem-
perature change of the adjacent cylinder wall corresponding to the 
regenerator's movement, the temperature difference can be held to 
essentially zero. By reference to Figure 3, the cylinder conduction 
length is displacer/piston length (L) minus the stroke (S), therefore, 
' 
. 
the slope of the temperature profile of the cylinder is (Ta - Tc)/ 
(L - S). llle corresponding correct regenerator matrix temperature 
swing_, ~T, and stroke to cause zero shuttle losses is 
The parameters influencing the regenerator Tare: 
Qr= Mr· Cpr · AT 
~~ = M9• cpg • (Ta-Tc>· 
Since Qr= Q9 and 
... 
. .. - Mr· cp r 


























'1' ' • 
- -~- r-
" 
defines a quantj-ty re·ferreg to as capa.city ratio, by 
substitution 
S = L 
CR+l 
.... 
-... __ ·- (6). 
. . 
Therefore, if the system is designed such that equation (6) is valid, 
it is assumed there w.ill be no shuttle heat transfer. 
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0 THERMAL ANALYSIS -. -: : . .,.: _.. . ,: :,, .. ;· . . ,, ;7 
a. In order to perform a thermal analysis of a cryogenic expander 
the ideal refrig~ration, QI', produced is computed then the thermal 
-- " 
losses are determined and subtracted to predict the net available 
' 
., 
refrigeration. The following equations are used to predi-ct the per-
• 
formance of a cryogenic refrigerator with an annular regenerator de-
signed to give zero shuttle heat transfer. 
Regenerator Void Volume 
Regenerator void volume loss in the expander is based on the 
assumption that a given mass flow is compressed, but not all of the 
flow is expanded. The flow that is not expanded is used to pres-
surize and depressurize that regenerator, therefore, not producing 
· refrigeration and introducing a loss. 
The regenerator void volume loss is determined by 
where 
V r = Mr/ { ~ cu x ( 1 • 0 - p) 
Mr= CR X Cphe X (W/N)/Cpr 
. :"'. . 





·· , · · · The mass of gas used to nressur,· .,e and·······d··epre·s~·ur·,···z··e·-··t·h··,···s:············0··1--··-··:·e·· ---·······---·----------------- - t ----------·-··-···---------------- .... _...: _____ .--:····· _________ ,______________ --- - ---- -------· -- --- -- ---- -- -· - - ---- -- - ·· -·-··· --- ·· -,;.- · · -.-- ···· -- -- · --- --~- ··· ··········· -  ·· - ~ _ . v um .. · --·-·······--·--·-----
•• -.r: 
.._. - . ..:;;_-.a,_ 
each cycle is: 
I 
Mhe,h = Vr x P x {e he,h - e he,1)~--x N (9) 
This mass. of gas is subtracted from the compressor flow to 
·, ..... 
























All other losses ar~ converted to heat flows, and these losses 
' 
_are subtracted from the ideal refrigeration to yield the expected 
. net refrigeration. 
. -...... , 
Ideal Refrigeration 
-· The maximum ideal refrigeration which coulq be produced by a 
Gifford-McMahon cycle, Solvay cycle o~ modified Solvay cycle refrig-
• - • • - • ~ 
• 
' • 'C ~ , 
erator can be computed by assuming that the mass of gas compressed·· .. 
minus the mass in the regenerator is expanded over the maximum 
available pressure differential. Figure 4 illustrates the ideal 
cycle diagram for these cycles. The pressure differential is con-
sidered as an independent variable. The expansion volume, Ve, can 
-be calculated from the following equations 
Ve= (W - Mhe r)l(e he vc x N) 
' ' . 
(10) 
The ideal refrigeration produced is therefore 
I (11) 
Equations for the Stirling cycle and Vuillimier cycle ideal refrig-
eration can be developed in a similar fashion. 
'• ... ;-; 









- - -- --- -- . --- -- -------------. ~~-~-~---_ - -cc--__ : _ .. ·--"--"·-· ------- I 
Regenerator Pressure Drop Loss 
., 
Regenerator pres~_!Jre drop, unlike tre other thermal losses is 
not~ heat leak but rather a reduction in the ideal refrigeration 
produced. This reduction reduces the available pressure differenti~l 
over which the gas can be expanded. Figure 4 illustrates the effect 
·of regenerator pressure drop. 
























1 ' .. 
... · To calculate tnis pressure drop an equation must be deve:loped 
• 
which takes the temperature gradient alon9 the regenerator into con-
sideration. This is accomplished by using the basic pressure drop 
' ,.. :· 
~quation: ·;,, 
,..., 
· G2 4f L or KG2f 
,6. p = 2 gc· Dh Dh (12) 
Kays and London [11] present friction factors for layered screen .. 
type heat exchangers which indicate that the friction factor can be0• 
' 
· approximated by 
f _ 64 
- NRE (13) 
for 200 mesh screens with porosity of 0.67, if NRE <60. This type 
of layered screen. regenerator construction is most comnon and is 
therefore considered here, but other constructions, i.e., packed 
spheres or other screen meshes, could be handled in a similar . 
. 
fashion. To accoun-t for variations in the Reynolds Number with 
changing temperature due to viscosity, the following_ expression can 
be used for the viscosity of helium gas over the temperature range 
of interest. 
}\ - K2 T 0.65 (14) 
K3T0.6S yielding 
f (15) - GOh 
The effect of temperature on density can be determined using 
.... 
- the perfect gas law (which hel ~ obeys closely above 20°K). 
























e = ~ +1 ~1 1 ....... ---- . (16) . : r ·- .. 
.. 
. .. 
The pressure drop through the regenerator is held small by design, 
ther~fore the minimum pressure P~.8Pi or l ~ P/Pi~ 0.8. The. 
' 
' 
tempe·rature cha-n9e· through -the reg en era tor ts 1 arge s i nee· the range 
540°R to 140°R is assumed, thus 1 <Ti/T<: 3.7: By an order of mag-
. nitude analysis the pressure term is eliminated ·because· o·f·;·ts re1-
atively minor effect, yielding 
(17) 
Ackerman[12] indicates that the temperature profile is approximately 
. . 
linear over most of the regenerator length, therefore, the tempera-
ture at any position in the regenerator can be expressed as 
T· - T T = T· - 1 o X 
, L (18) 
Taking the derivative of equation (12) with respect to length 
and substituting (15), (17), (18). 
"'!- . 
., .. , ... 
. •.• ..•. 
.·"'"..:.. ... 





Integrating and substituting fore i, 
r.2.65 _ T 2.65 
1 0 
T· - T 1 0 
(20) 
:... ... 
~\, -. .;. 
:: .•: 
"· 
.. ·, 15 
··i• 
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--~ ·-.--~--~----.c~-- .. --··---
.. 
' . 
---------------- --------- ·-- -------··--"-.. -• --~- .. -d-----~---- -
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· Once the pressure drop through the regenerator is defined the 
reduction in available refrigeration due to pressure drop is cal-
culated from L 
Regenerator Thermal Inefficiency Loss 
This loss is due to the gas not reaching complete thermal 
equil ibriU_m wit·h- -the- ·regenera:tor. Ackerman[a]· experimental-ly· 
r 
correlated this loss with the equation 
Qltin = 1r x Mhe,t .x cphe x (Ta - Tc) 
(21) 
. - . ., .... ',' ..... 
(22) 
The thermal inefficiency data used is illustrated in Figure 5, 
obtained from Ackerman•s[8] test results. The thermal mass of helium 
used in this equation is equal to the mass of gas in the expansion 
volume plus the mass of gas in the regenerator on a weighted average . 




•: ~ '-' '. _. .. ; "', ... -.. 
• 
Conduction causes a loss of refrigeration by transferring heat 
from the ambient temperature end of the device to the cold end. There 




.., •.. _,., 
. '·. 
~-
are three separate conduction paths to the cold ~nd, the cylinder 
(almost always made of stainless steel because of its high strength 
to conductivity ratio), the regenerator, and the displacer. 
Conduction through the cylinder wall for the various geometries·· 
is calculated using a wall thickness based on the maximum allowable 
stress for the stainless steel cylinder. This assures adequate wall 
~ --~·- -
. .. . t -,);;":_. -
.. 16 . • : ,r'. '.·~. 
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strength and minimizes unnecessary conduction due to an over estimate 
of wall thickness. The wall stress i'n a pressurized cylinder is, 
" 
PD <s= - or 2t 
PD 
t = Ur 2 ..... max 
.. 
{23) 
further assume ()max = 7000 psi {conservative) and substit_uting 
into the conduction equation with the conduction length equal to 
regenera.torlength minus stroke the.following .equa.tion --is--obtained -
Ql K 02 Ph 









are accounted for in the thermal inefficiency developed by Ackerman[8]. 
The conduction in th~ displacer/piston will be neglected since the · 
sole ·function of the displacer/piston is to separate the low tempera-
ture from the high temperature region and it is therefore designed 
for min·imal conduction. If under some condition cylinder conduction 
became the dominant loss, the piston conductiorl assumption should be. 
· rev i e\'1ed • 
' ,-
.; ..... 
;- •,;~, .. ·& 
--. -~-~~ .. -- ---- - - ~---·- -- . -- --- - ----- ___ ... --- ------ -- ------ ---------~ . ._ . -------~---------- --~------~-- -~ .~- .JL.a...:· ___ . ___ .••• ·----------
Shuttle Heat Transfer Loss 
Although through design this loss has been eliminated its value 
will be calculated for a similar geometry system with shuttle heat 
transfer to illustrate the benefit gained by the annular regenerator 
design. Zinmerman[9] presents the foilowing equation for shuttle 
,· .. - --- : 
_._.._ ._ ........ 
. • I 














. . .!-: . -- -, 
. .. heat t·ransfer · lz .. . 
_ k x 1T x· D x s2 x (Ta ~ Tc.) _. 
------------
,; 5.4 x C x L 
This ideal equation can be correlated with real results by 
multiplying the predicted result by a correlation factor. For 
• 
·c2s) 





,· ... ;::. 
. ... 
_perature difference this factor .i.s .0.71. l. " • • •. ' • I .. _, • ' • ,.. • , '·°'• .:·' '. .'. ·.: ... ,-.' • ,•· ... •., -:':: 
Net Refrigeration 
The net refrigeration or the available refrigeration is: 
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A digi·tal computer program has been aeveloped based on. the 
equations previoLlsly presented. The program is run with th~ length 
a~d the capacity ratio of the regenerator varying, while the cycles_ 




The pro.gram .first" computes the regenerator volume. ·· -Using this 
information it calculates the size of the expansion volume. Using 
the proper stroke to length ratip to eliminate shuttle heat-transfer, ,-.,,,, ,.,., 
the program computes the regenerator inner and outer diameter, com-
pletely defining the expander geometry. The pressure drop loss, con-
·duction loss and shuttle heat transfer are then calculated. The 
regenerator inefficiency must be supplied for each geometry and speed. 
before this loss can be computed. The regenerator -inefficiency is a 
function of.capacity ratio and regenerator NTU's. The program com-
putes and prints the capacity ratio and NTU's and requests the re-
' 
. generator inefficiency be entered before it completes a loop. 
~ ~ 
Th~ program prints the ideal refrigeration, all of the losses 
--~--
. --·-- -·· -- -r--~ - ------:-~-,----- - a-nd the net refri gera ti on. -
:, .... : 




. A 1 though the program would a 11 ow the pressures, tem_peratures, 
compressor flow, regener_ator material, refrigeration gas, regenerator 
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~~~--"··· -· ' 
_be varied these pa·rameters were held',,,constant at typical· values. -
The following parameters were used to illustrate the use of -
- L 
the program for optimization of a cryogenic refrigerator. 
PARAMETERS (Held Cons.tant) 
Pressure Supply - Ph, PSIA 
• 
Pressure Suction - Pi, PSIA 
Temperature Ambient - Ta·, 0 R· 
Temperature Cold End - Tc, 0 R 





% of cycle high pressure blow 
% of cycle low_pressure blow 
Prandtl Number 














































--- -'-~------·-·-- PARAMET-ERS ···(varied) . ----·- --- -- ---- ---- ----------·----~- - -~ --- - ~---- -- - ----- - -------- - -- - - - -- .. - ' . - . ~~-- ····---. .....:....·.,..:.·---~-. -·- ~----- _. __ 
·, 
.:,._.~.,. ·.-~"'"' . . .. · 
Speed - N,_.-Cycl es/Minute 
Capacity Ratio - CR 
Regenerator Length - L, in£hes 
50, 100, 200, 400, 600 
4, 8, 12 , 20, 30 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 
This combination of parameters yields 200 expander ~esigns with 
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RESULTS. 
' 
. . .. __ ,,_ 
.The results of the computer analysis can be used to graphically 
< 
illustrate the ch~racteristics ·bf an extetnal annular regenerator. 
This partial presentation of the ou~put from the example can·be 
used to both illustrate the magnitude ·of each loss versus the varied 
'parameters and also to indicate what design geometry would yield a 
... maximum .refrigeration output for a given compresso·r" flow~ > •• 
The relative values of the losses which consume available re-
frigeration are illustrated by Figures 6 and 7. The regenerator 
inefficiency and cylinder conduction both rapidly decrease as the 
regenerator and cylinder are lengthened. The pressure drop loss 
increases as the length of the regenerator increases. The net re-
frigeration for the 50 CPM case (Figure 6) is significantly greater 
than for the 600 CPM case (Figure 7) for two reasons. First, the QI 
is significantly less ("-'l .5 11,atts) for the 600 CPM case; but secondly, 
and more important, the pressure drop loss and regenerator thermal 
inefficiency loss are significantly larger for the 600 CPM case. The 








. .... : - -
. I 
and the shuttle heat transfer has been eliminated. · Shuttle heat 
--.... ~ - ·. . - -1 
transfer losses are shown here for reference. A study of the total 
losses including shuttle heat transfer illustrates the reason why 
systems designed with regenerators internal to the displacer/piston 
typically optimized· at relatively. higher speeds with shorter. strokes 
-
and longer pistons, at the expense of greater pressure drop and re-
generator inefficiency losses. 
21 
r: 
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,-
Figu~es 6 and--'7 ~Jso tabulate the geollletry of the expanders. 
·The optimu~ geometry and performance specifications for the 50 CPM 
and 600 CPt1 cases with and without shuttle heat transfer • presented 1S 
.,. 
,,...,, ......... - - -·· ~ 
.. .. ~: 





- CPM 50 600 
Regenerator Length • 5 4 - ,n 
-~ Di.amet.er of Displace.r. - .. in 1.33 : --0. 52 
Stroke • 0.385 0.19 - 1n 
I 
Net Refrigeration Extet"na l . Regenerator 7.3 4.3 
~-
- watts/lbm helium 
Net Refrigeration Internal Regenerator 5 .1 4.0. 
- watts/lbm helium 
A comparison of net refrigeration with an external versus 
internal regenerator illustrates the benefit to be gained from the 
external regenerator design. The benefit at lower speeds is much 
. more significant than at higher speeds because the lower speed 
system is physically larger and therefore has more potential shuttle 
losses which can be eliminated. 
Figure 8 illustrates the effect of regenerator length at various 
capacity. ratios on net refrigeration. Curves of this nature can 
be used to d~termine-~ the optimum capacity ratio for a given speed 
expander. 
·, . ....-.,o 
~~ . .. 
Figure· 9 illus~rates the effect of speed at various. capacity -> 
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: j, 
.: -- j .... 
-
l~ •. 
determine the optimum capacity ratio· and __ ~ycle rate for .a thermally· 
optimized machine. ., 
Figure 10 illustrates Net Refrigeration Vs. Capacity Ratio at 
Constant Speed. The theoretical limit of refrigeration which could 
be produced if there were,:no losses and no regenerator void volume, 
11, ·-· 
' 
and QI the maximum refrigeration which can be produced after con-
,,.. 
'-1 
sideration is given to regenerator void volume are shown for 
reference. The farni ly of co·nvex curves i 11 ustrates. the effect of ... ·, -· 
· displacer speed on net refrigeration produced. Each particular 
curve displays the effect of capacity ratio at a given displacer 
speed. At lower capacity ratios the net refrigeration decreases· 
because the losses rapidly increase; at high capacity ratios the 
net refrigeration decreases because the regenerator void volume con-
sumes a large percent of the compressed gas yielding a smaller amount 
for refrigeration production. 
The locus of maximums in Figure 10 indicates that there may be 
.some benefit in net refrigeration to be gained by operating at 
-
speeds lower than 50 cycles/minute. This was not investigated 
... "'·' 
. ~ .. 
,· 
,.;.:.-~-- ,::..:.:_:.~ 
. . . 
:.L ~ . 
because the benefit appears small, furthermore, a cycle rate of le .. ss ---------~~-------···" 
than 50 CPr4 would yeild an intolerably large device with long·-cool-
,• 
down time, and the more· massive reciprocating displacer would have 
greater vibration. Therefore, although the program is designed 
... 
to determine the thermal optimum a de-signer must __ introduce other 
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CONCLUSIONS r, .... 
-~· 
a. 
. An uncomplicated approach· has been developed which can be used 
to thermally analyze a cryogenic refrigerator with a regenerator 
designed to eliminate shuttle heat transfer. In addition, a computer 
program has been deve.loped and used to illustrate the technique and 
to estimate the relative merits of pursuing annular regener.ator 
-· ' - ·expanders. - ' . . .....,, .,. . - . ··' ., -· .. . . ' - • - • •-1. 
The computer results indicate {l) a thermally more efficient 
e;pander can be manufactured using the annular external regenerator 
rather than an internal regenerator, (2) the most significant benefits 
are obtained on low speed devices, (3) with shuttle heat transfer 
eliminated, thermal inefficiency in the regenerator becomes the 
significant loss. This suggests that a still more efficient optimum 
could be obtained if pressure drop losses vs. thermal inefficiency 
loss were e·xplored.: 
Experi.menta 1 prototype. test work and manufacturing t~_chni ques 
will have to be pursued before a final decision can be made on the 
usefulness of the annular regener.ator, but the results of the thermal 
· analysis indicate that further work on this configura~ion is 
warranted. 
. •:·· .. 
. ·.· · .. 
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LIST·oF SYMBOLS 






Specific heat at constant pressure 









• ....... - . .1,.t. 
.. 
dp Differential pressure change 
'•'\ .,,. ,. - . • ; .J :;_,; ..;. -.,.:, ,~·.;.; ..... ';"' -..;,-- _...,_ ,~:. '?' -~·, .• ·: • ..... •·•• •' 
dx Differential length change 
~Pi Pressure drop 




f Friction factor 
G Mass flux 
9c Gravitational ·constant 
K Constant 
. . ~ . . 
. 
k Thermal conductivity 
L Regenerator length 
-
.. ~- ,, :-,-
. ., . :~ . . 
~· ... ''-:' ·-. -: . 
---~-- ----- ------- ~--- ~ • ...:__ 1 
- - - --·---- - -M Mass 
N Cy~ l es per minute of the· ·d-i sp 1 acer 
NTU Number of heat transfer units 
. 
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~·-.:. __ ~·!:·· ·.,. ~ ,, ,,...,~ -- ••• - ' - , •• ,_ • • J \. ,' .,, • / ' -· ~-: 
... 
. ----- ... 
W Compressor flow 
·SUBSCRIPTS 
a Ambie·nt 
· c Cold 
cu Copper 
A p Pressure drop 
__ g_ -···· Gas 




1 Low pressure 
max Maximum allowable 






Shuttle heat transfer 
t Thermal 
.. , tin Therma 1 inefficiency 
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_ * Used with the pennission of authors Reference (9_) 
.FIGURE l* , SHUTTL·E HEAT TRANSFER MECHANISM . 
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FIGURE 2 MODEL OF EXPANDER FOR NO SHUTILE HEAT TRANSFER 
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EXPANSION VOLUME - V. 
C 
Q THEORETICAL LIMIT CYCLE: l-3-10-8-1 · 
' 
. Q IDEAL CYCLE: 2-3-10-9-2 .,-"" 
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Q IDEA~1 CYCLE - PRE_SSURE DROP LOSS: 4-5-7-,6-4 
FIGURE 4 P-V DIAGRAM FOR GIFFORD-McMAHON CYCL-E 
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. FIGURE 5 . THERt1AL INEFFICIENCY VS REGENERATOR NTU's . 
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W = 1.0 lbm/Hr 
Ph= 315 PSIA 
Pl= 115 PSIA 
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FIGURE 7 NET REFRIGERATION ANO LOSSES VS REGENERATOR LENGTH AT 32 t'1AX.Ir1uri1 REFRIGERATION CAPACITY RATIO FOR 600 CPt,1- S·PEED 
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